Nanostructured lipid carrier versus solid lipid nanoparticles of simvastatin: comparative analysis of characteristics, pharmacokinetics and tissue uptake.
Nanostructured lipid carrier (NLC) system of simvastatin was investigated for improvement in release, pharmacokinetics and biodistribution over its solid lipid nanoparticles (SLN). The NLC formulations prepared by solvent injection technique were optimized by 2(3) full factorial design. Optimized NLC was deduced on the basis of dependent variables that were analyzed using Design expert 8.0.2 software (Stat Ease, Inc., USA). Pareto charts and response surface plots were utilized to study the effect of variables on the response parameters. The optimized NLC was a suspension of nanosized homogeneous particles with significantly higher entrapment efficiency (>90%) and lower recrystallization properties (p<0.01) than SLNs. The pharmacokinetic parameters of Tc(99) labeled optimized NLC in mice, obtained using Quickcal software (Plexus, India) revealed 4.8 folds increase in bioavailability as compared to simvastatin suspension and 2.29 folds as compared to SLNs. Biodistribution study revealed preferential accumulation of NLC in the liver and this is advantageous because liver is the target organ for simvastatin. IVIVC studies demonstrated level A correlation between in vitro release and percent drug absorbed. This investigation demonstrated the superiority of NLC over SLN for improved oral delivery and it was deduced that the liquid lipid, oleic acid was the principal formulation factor responsible for the improvement in characteristics, pharmacokinetics and biodistribution of NLCs.